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the jumanji cast are pretty much the same as the original film. its a much more natural feel to it, and they seem to be having a lot more fun than they did in the original film. dwayne johnson is very much the star of the film, and he is playing the leader of the four teenagers, who are playing the
game. he also plays the father of one of the teenagers, and he plays his role very well. karen gillan is playing the girlfriend of one of the teenagers, and she also plays her role perfectly. the other three teenagers are played by jack black, jack o'connell, and kevin hart. all of the teenagers are
pretty much fine as the teenagers that we met in the first film, and they are all very likeable, but they are not anything special. the story is a little more silly than the original jumanji, but its still a lot of fun. its a collection of weird and funny scenes: i particularly liked the characterizations, the
character of alex, and the interactions between alex and the hippie girl (played by sarah dumont). it also has a touching subplot between alex and rachel (played by dwayne johnson). dwayne johnson, jack black, karen gillan and kevin hart star in the big screen adaptation of the classic video

game. when four teenagers discover an old video game console, they accidentally place themselves in the body of their avatars in the jungle world of jumanji. dwayne johnson, jack black, kevin hart and karen gillan lead the cast of jumanji: welcome to the jungle. their goal: survive. the four high
schoolers from caddie woodlawn find themselves in the body of their avatars in the jungle game of jumanji.
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